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THE BENEFICENT, the Merciful Almighty Allah, Who came in the Person of Master Fard Muhammad, prepared the Honorable Elijah Muhammad for a mission in life unequaled to any task given to man in history.

From a 'gem in the rough," Allah made the most precious jewel on Earth, The Honorable Elijah Muhammad. My Divine Teacher is now forming and polishing His followers with the blessings of New Life, the Twelve Jewels of Life.

The Honorable Elijah Muhammad has given us the WISDOM to perceive the Truth of Almighty Allah, The True and Living God.

The Honorable Elijah Muhammad has given us the KNOWLEDGE of our True Religion and CULTURE.

The Honorable Elijah Muhammad has given us the UNDERSTANDING to know why the devil was grafted and the reasons for his existence.

The Honorable Elijah Muhammad has given us the JUSTICE. Only He took time to clean up the condition of the dejected, despised, degraded Blackman in America.

The Honorable Elijah Muhammad has given us the EQUALITY. The Messenger of Allah has joined us together with the love and respect of our Black Brothers and Sisters around the world.

The Honorable Elijah Muhammad has given us the FOOD which is the spiritual nourishment our minds need and acquire through the teachings of Our Great Leader at the Temple and Muhammad University of Islam. Those of us who work closely with Our Beloved Apostle, receive this "food" at His table.

The Honorable Elijah Muhammad gives us the CLOTHING of truth, to dress our minds, to be guided along the right path to Salvation.

The Honorable Elijah Muhammad gives us the SHELTER of proof, which we find in Mathematics, the problems, methods, and solutions to keep us in the Universal Order of Nature.

The Honorable Elijah Muhammad gives us the PEACE of mind to think on the values of the Muslim family, the home, and Islam as our Religion.

The Honorable Elijah Muhammad gives us His LOVE to elevate us to the perfect state required to be in the New World with Master Fard Muhammad to whom all praises are due.

With these eleven "jewels" The Honorable Elijah Muhammad has given us the twelfth one of HAPPINESS in our daily existence. He has set Me in Heaven overnight as the Saviour told Him he would do. We can never offer enough praise to Allah for the Honorable Elijah Muhammad. Al Hamdu Allah! (All praises are due to Allah)